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Detecting Sound

Perceiving Sound



Assigning Meaning to Sound

Decoding Sound

Comprehending Sound

Making Sense of Sound











How many people in USA?
About 335 Million

How many have hearing loss on an audiogram?
About 38 Million

How many have no hearing loss (on an audiogram) yet have hearing difficulty and/or Speech 
in Noise problems?
About 26 Million

Of the 26 million….what do they say to their HCP or MD?
I cannot understand Speech in Noise











Speech in quiet does not predict speech in noise





In occupations with hearing critical tasks…SIN may be more 
important than thresholds. This study involved 5,487 people….

RESULTS

Suggest that details of the audiogram are a “relatively insensitive 
predictor of performance in SIN tasks…”









COGNITION is INFORMATION PROCESSING….

the processes by which sensory information is

transformed, 
reduced, 
elaborated, 
stored, 
recovered, 
used….



THE INFORMATION PROCESSING APPROACH TO COGNITION.

Information Processing takes TIME and 

has CAPACITY LIMITS.

Attention & Memory:

are the most important problems in cognition.



The primary reason people seek counsel from HCPs is:

Difficulty understanding speech in noise

Q: How do you know if it’s auditory?

or non-auditory?

or auditory and non-auditory?



Because cognitive decline increases with age, and because the populations 
generally served by audiologists are older, we expect increases in the 
proportion of audiology patients who may be affected by age-related 
health issues, including degradation of cognitive abilities.

Audiologists are likely to encounter cases of undiagnosed cognitive 
impairment.

Audiologists should train & recognize abnormalities in older clients’ 
cognitive status to provide timely referral and to optimize outcomes of 
audiologic interventions.



Non-geriatric professionals will encounter older individuals with 
undiagnosed MCI.

“The clinician’s ability to recognize potential cases of MCI early in 
the progression is a critical step for providing timely medical 
intervention and social support for these individuals, who have a 
higher risk of developing dementia…” 



Why Audiologists?

Audiologists spend more time with pt.
MD average time with pt is 20 mins. 
AuD average time with pt is > one hour.
MD discussion is on specific/general questions.
AuD discussion is on communication issues.
Cognitive ability (i.e., Exec Function, WM…) declines with age, and these are

strongly involved in the speech communication process.
Cog Decline is a critical factor in understanding speech.



• …the link between hearing loss and cognitive decline may begin 
when an individual’s audiogram is still in the normal range…



For cognitively impaired individuals the authors say, most 
audiologists….

1- Set NR strongly

2- Use identical DIR MICS in each listening situation

3- Preferred slow acting amplitude compression

4- Rarely used frequency compression

5- Built up gain slowly

6- Did not add additional programs



• Release time preference was not predictable from cognitive 
abilities or aided measures of speech understanding.

• There is no clear consensus on definitions of long vs short RTs.

• LONG RT may provide brief intervals of low gain in which 
auditory cues are missed.

• Results typically have not shown a statistically significant 
difference between short and long RT” 



• Adaptive Compression (2-3 major mfrs have this)

• Maximal SNR

• Digital Remote Mics and FM (PRN)

• Would not Rx Frequency Compression

• As linear as possible (Floating Window of Linearity)





Patricia Kricos cautioned 
Symptoms of hearing loss & cognitive decline are the same, 
similar, may overlap,  neither is a silo. May occur in tandem, 
or in isolation. 

Hearing (and listening) problems may (and often do) parade 
as cognitive problems and vice versa, potentially leading to 
an incorrect diagnosis and inappropriate 
(or no) treatment.



• Moore, et al. report older adults declining cognitive processing 
ability is associated with a reduced ability to understand speech-
in-noise and reports of hearing difficulty often do not align with 
objective measures. 

• For middle-aged people with poorer SIN ability, their SIN 
difficulty could be a 

• “first warning of a need for intervention.”



• Stevenson, et al. report more than 82 thousand dementia-free participants, 60 years of 
age + observed for 10 years (median) via the UK Biobank cohort. 

• Participants with insufficient/poor SIN abilities had an increased risk of developing 
dementia compared to those w/normal SIN ability. 

• The Hazard Ratio for dementia, for those with poor SIN ability was 61 percent. 

• The authors report SIN hearing impairment is independently 
• associated with incident dementia.

• SIN is NOT A SURROGATE for COG SCREENING TESTS



• Amieva, et al. report a large (3,670 participants) prospective population-based 
study of people ages 65 years and older. 

• The authors report hearing loss was significantly associated with lower baseline 
MMSE score and greater MMSE decline over the 25-year follow-up period. 

• The people with no hearing loss, and those with hearing loss who wore hearing 
aids had less and slower cognitive decline than did people with hearing loss who 
did not use hearing aids. 

• The authors concluded self-reported hearing loss is associated with accelerated 
cognitive decline in older adults and hearing aid use appears to attenuate the rate 
of progression and depth of cognitive decline.



Glick & Sharma….Age-Related Hearing Loss (ARHL) is associated with cognitive decline as 
well as structural and functional brain changes. 

The authors report 28 adults with untreated, mild-mod ARHL and 13 age-matched normal 
hearing controls….6 months with premium HAs.

Reversal in cross-modal re-organization of auditory cortex by vision was observed. The 
ARHL group w/hearing aids demonstrated gains in auditory speech  perception abilities, 
improvements in global cognitive function, executive function, processing speed, and 
visual working memory performance.

The authors provided supporting evidence that well-fit amplification may be beneficial 
with regard to cortical re-organization and may offer cognitive benefit. 



• Never tell a patient “You failed a cognitive screening.”  

• Way too scary, intense, dangerous, cannot be undone, huge mistake (DLB OPNION).

• Screenings are not diagnostic. 

• Screenings are NOT STAND ALONE tests. 

• Failed screenings (non-normative) should be referred.

• I like to say things like…

• This screenings helps me understand how you process information, attend, organize, prioritize and 
remember things. Some people work really hard to understand SIN. We’ll send the results to your 
doctor and see what he/she thinks, it’s just a screening. If he/she thinks it would be useful, 
maybe SLP, memory clinics, brain-training programs online, modifiable risk factors…will help you 
attend, organize, prioritize and remember things.



Cognitive screeners are useful tools to generally rule-out cognitive 
concerns in people for whom we are suspicious of the same. 

Screening tools are not diagnostic tools. They are not “stand alone.”

Positive result from a screener indicates a diagnostic assessment 

is warranted to accurately identify and manage the area of     
concern. 
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